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What is Life Risk?
This is an excerpt from Risk And Life – An Introduction,
which can be found here.

What is Life Risk? An introduction to risk management’s evolution and how it applies to the
basic perils of human life – death, disease, and disability. Our understanding of mitigating
risk has changed substantially from the simple risk-sharing practices of antiquity to the
development of insurance in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, to the sophisticated
capital markets transactions of the present. Risk management will continue to progress
as our knowledge of life insurance risks and the ability to transform them into tradeable
commodities evolves.
Written by

Scott Willkomm
CEO
Life Equity
→ Visit site

Life Insurance Risks
Life insurance contains a wide variety
of risks, including many common to a
wide array of financial products, such as
interest, expense, credit, regulation, and
counterparty behaviour. However, what
makes life insurance unique, is its exposure
to biometric risks that form the core of
almost every life insurance product. A
detailed understanding of biometric risks
forms the basis for providing adequate
protection against the risk of death, disease,
or disability.
Mortality
Mortality provides the foundation for life
insurance. Mortality rates are central to
setting premiums and reserve levels for
life insurance and annuities. Much of life
actuarial science consists of analysing
mortality and constructing mortality tables.
Mortality is the state of being mortal, or
subject to die. Mortality also refers to the
number of deaths in a specific population
over a particular time frame. The word
originated around the mid-14th Century from
the Middle English mortalite, and the Latin
mortalitem.
Mortality risk is the probability the number
of deaths in a specific population will exceed
expectations during a particular time frame.
Life insurers assume this risk when writing
life insurance and annuities.
Longevity
As critical to understanding mortality is
to modern life insurance, understanding
longevity is essential to the proper pricing
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of annuity products, managing public and
private pensions, and investments in life
settlements. It also has much broader
implications since longevity is a critical
input into how governments create social
programs and plan for the future of their
citizens.
Longevity, in general, means the length or
duration of life. It is the yin to mortality’s
yang. These closely related concepts are
often referred to interchangeably when
discussing an individual’s or population’s
lifespan. While mortality counts the number
of deaths during a specific period for a
population, longevity means the opposite –
counting the number of people that remain
alive after a particular time frame for a
specific population.
The word originated in the early 1600s and
comes from the Late Latin longaevitatem
(meaning a great age, long life).
Longevity risk means more people in a
population were alive at the end of a specific
period than expected.
Morbidity
When referring to life insurance and
medicine, morbidity means to a diseased
state or symptom. Further, it means the
incidence of disease or disability in a specific
population over a particular time frame and
the effects and complications (other than
death) that relate to disease.

Continue reading on page 4 →
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At the heart of risk
management for
every life insurer is
a business model
that stresses
pricing risk based
on experience,
robust underwriting,
and diversification
of risks across large
numbers of policies
and customers.

Assessing morbidity and its influence on the
rate of mortality is the basis of modern life
insurance underwriting and determining the
relative risks (other than age) of a specific
population when compared with another.
Quantifying these relative risks is core to
pricing life insurance and annuity products.
First recorded sometime between 1715–25,
the word morbidity stems from the French
morbidité.
Morbidity risk arises when the incidence of
disease or disability in a population varies
from expectations.
Other Risks
Measuring and managing biometric
risks, specifically mortality, longevity,
and morbidity risk, makes life insurance
unique in several substantial ways when
compared with other forms of insurance
or financial products. Yet as with general
insurance and other financial products, life
insurance contracts bear a host of other
risks. Since most life insurance products are
long-term in nature and dependent on the
returns generated by investing premiums,
interest rate risk is central to the design
and pricing of life insurance products. Also,
life companies are susceptible to the risk
of changing regulations, and the expense
of distributing and products – especially
commissions – and the costs from managing
and maintaining life products. The chance
the creditworthiness of a life company’s
investments or reinsurance counterparties
declines is another risk needing astute
management. Finally, risks like changes
in policyholder behaviour and general
operating risks influence how products are
priced and managed.
Risk-Transfer and
Insurance-Linked Securities
Insurance-linked securities (ILS) are financial
instruments, other than traditional equity
and debt securities issued by insurance
and reinsurance companies that carry
insurance risk or a closely related risk. ILS
often carry many of the conventional risks
associated with insurance companies,
like credit, interest rate, and market risk.
However, the degree of insurance risk they
bear distinguishes them from traditional
securities.
At the heart of risk management for
every life insurer is a business model that
stresses pricing risk based on experience,
robust underwriting, and diversification
of risks across large numbers of policies
and customers. Yet the business model
and financial resources of individual life
companies were inadequate to manage all
their risks cost-effectively. Thus, life insurers
looked outward to third parties for help
managing risk.
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Before the advent of life securitization, life
insurers relied on conventional reinsurance,
offshore captives, intelligent policy design,
and letters of credit from banks to manage
excessive or unexpected risk exposures
and reserve requirements. With rising
reinsurance rates, regulations requiring
higher levels of reserves, decreasing interest
rates, and less availability of multi-year
letters of credit, insurers began exploring the
various benefits of transferring risks to the
capital markets.
Substitute for Traditional Reinsurance
Limited risk-bearing capacity causes
reinsurance rates to rise, which results in
making securitization more cost-efficient.
Coupled with some other advantages of
ILS solutions, such as minimizing credit risk
and improving capital efficiency, ILS form
an important part of a risk management
program, acting as both a substitute for and
complement traditional reinsurance.
Relieving Capital Strain
Insurance companies experience capital
strain caused by rapid growth, or when
regulations require them to hold significantly
more statutory capital than capital
levels determined on an economic basis.
Often capital markets solutions provide
satisfactory reserve relief while lowering the
firm’s cost of capital.
Transfer of Catastrophic Risk
Catastrophic risk exists in the life insurance
industry, and individual insurance and
reinsurance companies have limited capacity
to keep this risk or manage its volatility on
their balance sheets. Extreme mortality or
morbidity risk, for example, can be efficiently
transferred to the capital markets in the form
of catastrophe bonds.
Long-Term Longevity Risk
Small increases in longevity experienced
by pensions and annuity writers’ compound
substantially, requiring significant additions
to the liabilities supporting pension and
annuity obligations. The size of these
increases is often beyond the ability of
most pensions and annuity companies to
efficiently fund themselves. As a result, since
2008, a robust longevity risk transfer market
developed that pensions and annuity writers
have tapped to transfer risk associated with
over $158 Billion of pensions and annuities.
Defining and understanding these risks is
integral to engaging in responsible life risk
transactions. In our next issue I will look
back on the historical foundations of pooling,
transferring and acquiring life risk and how
this market has evolved to what we have
today.

Upcoming ELSA Webinars
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Why do
Markets Exist?
Life Settlements

Written by

Chris Wells
Executive Director
European Life
Settlement Association

→ Visit site

$12 trillion
According to the ACLI 138
million individual life insurance
policies, with a total face
amount of over $12 trillion,
were in force in 2018

Life markets help to facilitate the transfer
of life risk between holders of longevity
and mortality risk and the capital markets.
A number of secondary life markets exist
to facilitate a transaction by the consumer
beyond the issuing entity. Arguably the
largest of these secondary life markets
exists in the US, in the form of the sale of
in force life insurance policies, called a life
settlement transaction.

The policy owner could also choose to
‘sell’ the policy back to the original issuing
life insurance company for a pre-calculated
value. This is called the cash surrender
value and is based on the amount of
premiums paid into the policy and how the
policy has performed. But what if the policy
has more value than the cash surrender
value would offer?
This is where the secondary market for
life insurance, in the US known as the life
settlement market, would come into play.
The life settlement market has existed
since 1911 due to a supreme court decision,
Grigsby vs Russell, determining that life
insurance is property and therefore can be
traded on to third-party buyers. Over the
decades the market has evolved into
a regulated active secondary market.

A life insurance policy is a valued asset for
many families. According to the ACLI 138
million individual life insurance policies,
with a total face amount of over $12 trillion,
were in force in 2018. A life settlement is the
subsequent sale of a life insurance policy
to a third-party investor. During the course
of financial planning the original buyer of a
life insurance policy may decide, for many
reasons, that they no longer need or want
a policy and have the option of stopping
premium payments. However, if they choose
to do this the policy would lapse and the
policy owner would get nothing.

*Source - The Deal
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According to data collected from life
settlement brokers Welcome Funds &
Ashar Group on over 500 transactions 43.7%
of policy owners entered in a life settlement
transaction because the premiums were
no longer affordable given other financial
considerations. 37.2% of policy owners
chose to sell because the original or
subsequent reasons for maintaining the
policy no longer existed. Other reasons
for selling included; covering the cost of
health and living expenses, paying off
debts or buying alternative better suited
financial products. Ultimately a policy owner
engages in a life settlement transaction as
an alternative to lapsing or surrendering their
asset.

Narayan Naik, Professor of Finance,
London Business School, commented: “The
evidence suggests that the life settlement
market has helped significantly in enhancing
the welfare of policy-owners who, instead
of surrendering, sold their life insurance
policies in the secondary market”.
The economic argument for engaging in a
life settlement is clear, giving consumers a
choice to receive a lump sum today rather
than lapsing or surrendering their policy. But
who buys these policies? Life Settlements
are an alternative asset class in a subset of
life linked risk called ‘longevity risk’. As an
asset class it is attractive to sophisticated
investors looking for a high risk adjusted
return and are comfortable with a long and
indeterminate investment term. It is however
important to note that life settlements is a
complex asset class.

Considering overall financial situation
premiums are no longer affordable

While the underlying asset, a US life
insurance policy, is a common financial
product, determining the policy’s value on
the secondary market is multifaceted and
susceptible to nuance. Building a successful
portfolio of diversified risk requires specialist
medical, actuarial and life linked risk
expertise as well as a thorough grasp of
potential legal and origination risk. More
information on this can be found in ELSA’s
Code of Practice on the ELSA website.

Reason for maintaining policy is
no longer needed

Click to view Code of Practice.

Health & living expenses are
a financial burden

“The evidence
suggests that the
life settlement
market has helped
significantly in
enhancing the
welfare of
policy-owners”

7.7 million
policies, with an aggregate face
amount of $570 billion, lapsed.

Other reason stated

Surprisingly, considering the value a life
settlement may provide a policy owner, the
option is still relatively unknown and each
year many potentially valuable policies lapse.
The Life Insurance Settlements Association
(LISA), the largest trade body representing
life settlement market participants,
calculated that in 2018, 7.7 million policies,
with an aggregate face amount of $570
billion, lapsed. Bryan Nicolson, Executive
Director of LISA commented ‘that lapse
rate that was 40 percent higher than just
five years earlier, and, for retirees, the lapse
rate is 25% higher than for policyholders
generally.’
An empirical study by Prof. Narayan Naik of
London Business School in 2013 calculated,
that on average, policy sellers received
four times more by selling their policy in the
secondary market than they would have
received from the cash surrender value.
The study was based on more than 9,000 life
insurance policies, totaling $24 billion in face
amount.

How will this market grow?
US Congress Considers Pro-Life Settlement Legislation
In February 2020, a piece of legislation for the life settlement market was introduced
in the United States House of Representatives. H.R. 5958, the Senior Health Planning
Account Act, encourages American seniors to invest their life settlement proceeds
into tax-free health care spending accounts. Under the Act, policy sellers can roll
over, pre-tax, some or all life settlement proceeds into a Senior Heath Planning
Account (SHPA). Funds from an SHPA, including investment earnings, can then be
used, tax-free, to pay for a wide range of health and medical services and expenses for
the account holder and their spouse.
If enacted, the new law would generate much-needed retirement income for seniors
to plan for their healthcare needs, and to pay for immediate medical and long-term
care needs. Tens of thousands of American seniors each year could receive billions of
dollars from the private sector for the sale of their policies.
This legislation will bring greater awareness and acceptance that life settlements help
meet the financial needs of seniors, including those who elect not to fund a tax-free
SHPA. With new fiduciary, best-interest and suitability standards being implemented
by federal and state governments, insurance and financial advisors will adopt life
settlements as an effective financial tool for their senior clients.
Rep. Brian Higgins (D-NY) and Rep. Gregory Steube (R-FL), the bi-partisan sponsors
of the bill, are seeking enactment of the legislation quickly, as Congress is inviting
and adopting innovative measures to financially help American citizens, particularly
seniors. The Life Insurance Settlement Association has been the primary advocate for
the bill, which is also supported by several senior and senior healthcare organizations.
→ Michael Freedman, CEO of Lighthouse Life Solutions, LLC

*Source - Welcome Funds & Ashar Group
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Jackson National Life Insurance
Company vs. Sterling Crum
USDC for the Northern District of Georgia, Atlanta Division
Order dated March 2, 2020, Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-03857-WMR

Written by

Brian T. Casey
Partner
Locke Lord
Thomas D. Sherman
Of Counsel
Locke Lord
→ Visit site

A Georgia federal district court recently
rendered a declaratory judgment in action
filed on October 3, 2017, by Jackson National
Life Insurance Company (“Jackson”) against
Sterling Crum (“Crum”), the transferee and
secondary market (investor) owner of a term
life insurance policy. Jackson sought the
Court’s determination that an insurance
policy it had issued (the “Jackson Policy”)
insuring the life of Kelly Couch (“Couch”),
the initial owner of the Jackson Policy, an
assignment of which defendant Crum later
obtained, was void ab initio under Georgia
law as an illegal human life wager based on
its issuance without a validly, supporting
insurable interest in Couch’s life.
Holding: A life insurance policy procured by
an individual insuring his or her own life with
the intent at the time of issuance later to sell
or assign the policy to any person that has
no insurable interest in the life of the insured
is a void wagering contract under Georgia
law.
This unilateral intent standard adopted
by the Court, which focused solely on
the insured’s intent to sell his policy at
some time in the future, for determining
whether a life insurance policy fails for
lack of insurance interest at its issuance
may be the first such decision of its kind
in the country. The standard would apply
in the absence of a prearranged sale or
assignment with an identified transferee
when the policy is issued.
The insured’s intent is a fact question. “[T]he
focus of this Court’s inquiry is [the insured’s]
intent at the time of his procurement of the
[Jackson] Policy.” The Court conducted
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a bench trial and determined, as the fact
finder, the deceased insured’s intent from a
very ‘bad’ set of facts described below.
At the time of his application for the Jackson
Policy, the 32 year-old unmarried male
insured, Couch, was HIV positive and had
twice filed for bankruptcy protection, but
had misrepresented those facts in his
August, 1998, application to Jackson for
a $500,000, ten-year term life insurance
policy. Couch had no dependents relying
on him for support, and he named his
estate as the beneficiary of the Jackson
Policy. The writing insurance agent, Kevin
Palombo, represented in connection with
the application that he had seen Couch
when the application was taken and that,
to the best of his knowledge and belief,
there was nothing adversely affecting the
insurability of Couch other than as indicated
on the application. Couch may have also
provided a false blood sample in connection
with Jackson’s underwriting. Couch had
also purchased another $500,000 term life
insurance policy from First-Penn Pacific Life
Insurance Company in August/September,
1998 (the “FP Policy”).
Jackson issued the Jackson Policy to Couch
in January, 1999. Nine months later, Sterling
Crum, an investor who did not know Couch,
acquired ownership of the Jackson Policy
through Crum’s broker, John Frick doing
business as Iowanes Holdings, LLC. Frick
had connected Crum with multiple entities
engaged in the business of procuring and
selling life insurance policies on the lives
of HIV-positive insureds, one of whom was
Keith Thomas doing business as Associates
Trust, Inc.

“Georgia law is less clear as to what
constitutes an unlawful wagering
contract when a life insurance policy
is lawfully taken out on an insured’s
own life, but later assigned to a third
party without an insurable interest.”

Both broker Frick and investor Crum were
experienced in investing in life insurance
policies owned by HIV positive males.
Crum, however, was a stranger to Couch
and was not involved in any respect with
the origination, application or issuance of
the Jackson Policy and only learned that
the Jackson Policy might be available for
investment several months after its issuance.
Crum also acquired the FP Policy.
Couch died in 2005, six years after issuance
of the Jackson Policy. The Jackson Policy
purportedly lapsed in 2010 (while Crum
owned the Jackson Policy) for non-payment
of premiums, but Crum filed a claim for
its death benefit with Jackson in 2017.1
Subsequently Crum failed to respond to a
question on Jackson’s death benefit claim
form which had asked if the beneficiary
claimant was an individual or entity which
invested in the Jackson Policy as a viatical or
life settlement.
The Court recited Georgia’s general
prohibition against wagering contracts2, the
Georgia insurable interest statute3 and then
traced relevant Georgia cases back to 1898.
The Court relied most heavily on Clements
v. Terrell, 167 Ga. 237, 145 S.E. 78 (1928). That
case involved the designation by the insured
(and owner of a life insurance policy) of an
initial beneficiary without insurable interest
and not the subsequent sale of a policy to
someone lacking insurable interest in the
insured’s life.
The Court acknowledged an insured’s
right to designate a beneficiary who lacks
insurable interest in the life of the insured,
so long as the insured acted ‘in good faith
and without fraud, collusion or an intent to
enter into a wagering contract’, but then
wrote, “But, [Georgia] law is less clear as

to what constitutes [an unlawful] wagering
contract when a life insurance policy is
lawfully taken out on an insured’s own life,
but later assigned to a third party without an
insurable interest.”
The life insurance company bears the
burden of proof on the factual inquiry to
demonstrate that it was the insured’s intent
at the time of policy procurement to enter
into a wagering contract, i.e., to assign the
policy at some future date to a person that
lacks insurable interest in the life of the
insured. However, the intent of the ultimate
assignee of the policy is only marginally
relevant to the question.
Relevant due diligence questions for
life settlement industry providers and
investors might include inquiries concerning
misrepresentations on a policy’s application,
the life insurance agent that assisted the
insured in the procurement of the policy,
the life expectancy of the insured at policy
inception, when [how quickly] after policy
issuance the policy was first transferred
to an investor, what brokers or others
might have assisted the investor in the
acquisition of the policy, whether the initial
beneficiary of a policy had an insurable
interest in the life of the insured, the source
of funds for payments of the premiums
(whether premium financing or other third
party sources were used), and any role the
assignee might have played in connection
with the procurement or issuance of the
policy.
An issue not discussed in the decision is
whether the assignee can recover premiums
paid to the life insurance company. Under
the Georgia Insurance Code, a life insurance
policy procured or caused to be procured on

1
Because Couch died during while the Jackson Policy was in-force and all premiums were paid and up to date, a purported
lapse of the Jackson Policy after the date of his death did not terminate the right of the beneficiary to receive the death
benefit payable under the Jackson Policy. And because Jackson was apparently unaware of its potential obligation to
pay the death benefit and it had continued to receive premium payments well after Couch’s death, Jackson might have
assumed that Couch was alive in 2010. There is no discussion in the decision about the possible application of the Georgia
escheat law in this unusual situation, and that subject is beyond the scope of this short note.
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the life of another person is void unless the
person that procured the policy or caused its
issuance has an insurable interest in the life
of the insured4. That statute also states that,
in the case of a void life insurance policy, the
issuing life insurance company is required
to refund all premiums paid on such void life
insurance policy. A life insurer’s obligation
to return premiums it has received for a life
insurance policy rescinded or voided for lack
of insurable interest has been a vigorously
litigation issue in many stranger originated
life insurance cases across the country,
but Georgia is one of the few, if not the
only, state that has codified this obligation.
The Order expressly states that, “[T]his
[statutory] subsection…does not appear
on its face to address situations where an
individual takes out a life insurance policy
on his or her own life and assigns that policy
to some third party without an insurable
interest.” (emphasis in the Order).
The court did not discuss the expiration of
the two-year contestability period provided
under O.C.G.A. §33-25-3(a)(2) or the Georgia
Life Settlements Act, O.C.G.A. §33-59-1, et
seq., which did not exist in 1999.
We are investigating whether Crum intends
to appeal the decision or ask for a rehearing.
Often, when applicable state law is
unsettled, a federal district court or court of
appeals might seek an advisory opinion from
that state’s highest court of authority (see,
e.g., Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., United States
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, Case
No. A-49-17 (080669) June 4, 2019).

2

O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(a)(4).

3

O.C.G.A. § 33-24-3(b).

4

O.C.G.A. § 33-24-3(i).

Written by

Eric Biderman
Counsel
Arent Fox
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A recent United States Federal Court
decision has significantly expanded the
potential recovery for investors in life
settlement policies that are rescinded. In
Sun Life Assur. Co. of Canada v. US Bank
National Association, a federal trial court
judge in Delaware awarded a return of all
premiums collected by the insurer, plus
prejudgment interest on all premiums, to
the owner of a life insurance policy that was
rescinded after a jury verdict upholding the
investor’s claim for promissory estoppel
against the insurer.
The case arose from a $10 million life
insurance policy issued in 2006 on the life of
a 71-year-old woman. The investor purchased
the policy in 2009 and designated US Bank
as securities custodian. The insured died
in November 2016, and US Bank filed a
claim under the policy. Sun Life responded
by filing suit against US Bank in January
2017, seeking to have the policy declared
void ab initio on the grounds that it was
the product of fraud, lacked an insurable
interest, and constituted an illegal wager.
US Bank counterclaimed, alleging that Sun
Life had breached the policy, as well as the
Massachusetts Consumer Protection Act
and the duty of good faith.

US Bank also alleged in the alternative
that, even if Sun Life succeeded in having
the policy declared invalid, the promissory
estoppel doctrine should apply to prevent
Sun Life from reaping the windfall that would
result if it were allowed to keep millions of
dollars in premium without having to pay the
resulting claim.
The parties cross-moved for summary
judgment, and agreed that the “fundamental
issue of whether the [policy] … is void ab
initio can be resolved by this Court, as a
matter of law.” Sun Life’s motion sought
a declaration that the policy was void as
an illegal wager that lacked an insurable
interest at inception, while US Bank sought a
judgment that the policy was valid and that
Sun Life had breached it. Applying Delaware
law established by the seminal decision in
PHL Variable Ins. Co. v. Price Dawe 2006
Ins. Trust, 28 A.3d 1059 (Del. 2011), the court
ruled in Sun Life’s favor, holding in a March
2019 decision that the policy was “void ab
initio as an illegal wager”, and that Sun Life
thus “did not breach its contract by failing to
pay out the claim.” See 369 F.Supp.3d at 601.
The court reached this result by primarily
concluding that the third parties involved in
the origination of the policy (i.e., the agent
and the premium finance firms involved)
had not acted in good faith, and the insured
lacked an insurable interest in the policy.
The summary judgment ruling left US Bank’s
bad faith and promissory estoppel claims as
the only issues for the jury. After a seven-day
trial, the jury issued a verdict in favor of US
Bank on promissory estoppel but rejected
the bad faith claim.
In a December 30, 2019, post-trial order, the
court addressed both parties’ attempts to
dramatically change the verdict, by rejecting
Sun Life’s request to reverse the verdict and
US Bank’s request for expectation damages
on the verdict.
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“Both sides are
to blame for
the situation in
which they find
themselves”

$3,053,354

An award of expectation damages would
have meant that US Bank would be entitled
to the full $10 million face value of the
policy, thereby effectively undoing the
court’s prior decision voiding the policy.
The court did, however, settle on a middle
ground: it ordered Sun Life to return all of the
premiums that it had collected on the policy,
not just those paid by US Bank, and to pay
prejudgment interest. Those premiums
totaled $1,923,068, and the parties were
ordered to meet and confer to agree on the
amount of prejudgment interest. In a January
7, 2020 submission, the parties agreed that
the interest totaled $1,130,286, resulting
in a total damages award of $3,053,354.
That amount was entered as a judgment on
January 14, 2020, two weeks shy of the three
year anniversary of the case.

The result presents complications for
Sun Life in its quest to make life difficult
for the secondary market in general, and
purchasers of STOLI policies in particular.

Total damages award agreed
by the parties in a January 7,
2020 submission.

The judge found that “both sides are to
blame for the situation in which they find
themselves,” and noted that Sun Life’s hands
were “not spotless” because the policy
had been on a Sun Life list of suspected
STOLI policies since at least 2009. Thus,
Sun Life “knew (or should have known) that
it could invalidate STOLI policies even after
the two-year incontestability period,” but
instead made a “strategic decision” not to
pursue the matter. In other words, Sun Life
continued to accept premiums for years
on a policy that it almost certainly knew it
could seek to have invalidated when a claim
was submitted. That fact appears to have
troubled the jury, as well as the judge, who
concluded that to “leave the parties where
the Court found them” by allowing Sun Life
to retain premiums it collected even while
concealing its intent to disavow the policy
would unjustly enrich Sun Life.
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The case appears to represent the first
time that an insurer has been ordered to
return all of the premium paid on a judicially
invalidated STOLI policy. The result is more
favorable than those achieved by investors
in other STOLI cases, including another in
federal court in Florida styled Sun Life Assur.
Co. of Canada v. US Bank Nat. Assoc. There,
the court applied Delaware law in declaring
a policy void as STOLI, but ordered Sun Life
to return only the premiums that had been
paid by the owner of the policy at the time
the claim was filed. (The court also did not
award prejudgment interest, although that
aspect of the ruling was reversed by the 11th
Circuit Court of Appeals.) In a New Jersey
action, also styled Sun Life Assur. Co. of
Canada v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., the trial
court (applying New Jersey law) similarly
held that the current holder of the policy
was only entitled to a return of the premiums
that it had paid, and not those that had been
paid by prior holders. The main difference
between those outcomes and the recent
Delaware result was the fact that the latest
case was heard by a jury, not a judge.
The Florida and New Jersey approach
will often result in dramatically different
outcomes than the one achieved in the
latest Delaware case, particularly if the final
holder of the policy had purchased it a short
time before the claim was filed. The Florida
and New Jersey results – total rescission
of the policy without a corresponding total
return of the premium – creates the potential
for turmoil in the secondary market for life
insurance policies. Allowing insurers to
return only the premiums paid by the current
holder serves no discernable purpose: it will
serve to both punish innocent purchasers
and create windfalls for insurers, who will be
incentivized to target policies with recent
changes in the custodian.
The latest result is another reminder of the
highly unsettled state of the law pertaining
to STOLI policies, and the inconsistency
in outcomes even between cases where
the same state’s law is ostensibly applied.
In three cases with the same caption and
the same core issues, three meaningfully
different results were reached.

C

ILS Funds
& COVID-19

The SARS-CoV-2 virus, and the related
Covid-19 disease are having impacts on
virtually everything and obviously also on
the traditional and alternative re/insurance
industries, in particular via four channels
– business interruption (BI) and event
cancellation and postponement covers
in the non-life space, along with excess
mortality and excess morbidity in the life
and health (L&H) space.
There’s currently a huge debate
internationally regarding whether or not
insurance companies that have issued
policies including a BI cover whose language
does not specifically rule out (nor includes)
pandemic causes will have to pay BIrelated claims coming from Covid-19, and
eventually pass on losses to their traditional
and alternative reinsurance partners. On
the event cancellation space there are
expectations of important impacts to re/
insurers as their standard language often
includes postponement. Here, the Tokyo
Olympics represent the most important
example, with the International Olympics
Committee (IOC) alone reportedly having
purchased a US$ 800M cover. According
to an article published by Reuters, total
insured exposure are estimated at US$
2BN. A pool of reinsurers including Swiss
RE (US$ 250M according to Swiss RE itself)
and Munich RE (US$ 500M according
to “The Insurer”), along with Lloyds are
among the main (upfront) underwriters. It
is difficult to estimate now any impacts to
non-life insurance-linked securities (ILS)
investors as the dust is still far away from
settling. Prices of non-life catastrophe
bonds (CBs) at time of writing do not seem
to embed expectations of meaningful
losses being picked up by non-life CBs
investors as specialty lines (such as event
cancellation) aren’t generally reinsured
through the issuance of public (144A) CBs.
ILS investors active in private deals (quota
shares/collateralized reinsurance) have
of course a much broader scope in terms
of perils they may underwrite, which may
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include retrocessions (i.e., loosely speaking,
reinsurance for reinsurers). Impacts to
these funds may vary significantly based on
specific portfolio management decisions
and in particular based on how much (if any)
specialty lines and retrocessions business
they have underwritten.
Moving to the L&H space (with a focus on
Europe and the United States), while it is
likely that a certain level of excess mortality
will be recorded in both regions, a key
concern is represented by excess morbidity
and therefore excess healthcare costs.

Written by

Maurizio Pellegrini
ILS Business
Development Manager
AZ Fund
Management SA

→ Visit site

The current global outbreak of the virus isn’t
expected to change long-term mortality
distributions as there’s broad consensus
that a stabilization will eventually be reached
via the continuous testing of existing and
possibly newly-developed treatments, the
development of a vaccine (which is however
not to be taken for granted, see for instance
another virus, the HIV, for which a vaccine
has not been found yet) and the generalized,
progressive immunization of the population.

Continue reading on page 16 →
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European L&H industry
In Europe the health system is largely
financed by the public and private health
insurance coverage generally refers to
higher-class services or to secondary
procedures. Life insurance products
offered tend to lean towards the “savings
product” category rather than the “pure
(biometric) risk” category. Liabilitiesside (continental) European life & health
insurance companies aren’t expected to
suffer dramatic consequences from the
current outbreak. Concerns are more linked
to the other side of the balance sheet, their
assets. The insurance sector is the largest
institutional investor in the European Union
(EU) with some EUR 10trn of assets under
management (2019), or almost 60% of the
yearly gross domestic product of the EU,
managed for its own account (in particular in
connection with premiums written on pure
risk products, both life and non-life) and
on behalf of customers (in connection with
premiums written on life savings products).
While of course being fully exposed to
investment risk on assets they invest for their
own accounts, insurance companies are also
exposed to various degrees across the EU
to investment risk on savings products as
they may have offered guaranteed returns,
in particular on their back-book and legacy
business still in-force. ILS investors focused
on public transactions aren’t expected to be
exposed to asset-side shocks based on the
range of L&H catastrophe bonds currently
outstanding, but only to liability-side shocks.
In this respect, a notable example of excess
longevity exposure that has been brought
to capital markets from a European player
is the US$ 100M Swiss Re-sponsored Vita
Capital VI transaction, issued for a fiveyear term in January 2016. It covers excess
mortality, percentage mortality increases
over certain thresholds, in Australia (trigger
at 120% of the reference index), Canada
(trigger at 115%) and the United Kingdom
(trigger at 120%). Although at time of
issuance an expected loss just shy of 1%
was modeled for this catastrophe bond,
there are currently concerns of this bond
being actually hit due to the Covid-19
pandemic. As reported by “Reinsurancene.
ws”, Standard & Poor’s, who originally rated
the transaction at double B, has placed its
rating under review in April 2020.

– a state and federal government-funded
program that helps low- or no-income
(and assets) individuals to pay for their
healthcare. Treatment for Covid-19 requiring
a long stay in hospital, often in an ICU bed,
could cost more than US$ 20K as co-pay for
insured individuals and more than US$ 70K
for self-pay (uninsured) individuals, which
means that health insurance plans will have
to cover the latter cost for their insureds. In
this scenario, health insurers will most likely
pick up more costs on their health insurance
products during the pandemics. While most
L&H reinsurance transactions are private,
public transactions of interest in this respect
are CVS Health’s Aetna-sponsored Vitality
catastrophe bonds. Aetna has been the most
consistent “user” of catastrophe bonds to
transfer risks linked to medical benefit claims
to capital markets and have issued their
eleventh Vitality in January 2020, spanning
four annual risk periods to the end of 2023.
As in other vintage Vitality transactions –
three others still outstanding, each with
an aggregate notional of US$ 200M –, the
Vitality XI is an annual aggregate indemnity
reinsurance deal with a trigger mechanism
based on an index of medical benefit (MB)
claims ratio (MBR), split into two tranches,
tranche A (US$ 140M) and tranche B
(US$ 60M, riskier). Interestingly, at time of
issuance news of the SARS-CoV-2 were
already circulating, however fear of losses
to L&H ILS investors were focused almost
exclusively on the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)’s
pandemic catastrophe bonds CAR 111-112.

American L&H industry
As for the L&H space in the United States,
as it is widely known, the health system is
largely privately-financed (through either
private health insurance plans or self-pay),
except for Medicare – the federal health
insurance program that covers 65+ years old
and younger individuals with end-stage renal
disease or with certain disabilities – and
for those partially covered under Medicaid

This resulted in the two transactions being
placed on the primary market at a reduced
pricing guidance range (1.5% and 1.8% for
class A and B respectively, both below the
levels of last year’s Vitality X transaction),
effectively being received by markets as
(extremely) risk-remote, in line with modeled
expected losses at issuance of a couple
of basis points for class A and ten time as
much, but still very tiny, for class B.
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Currently market prices seem to indicate a
generalized consensus around higher risk
of attachment (with a generalized negative
repricing of all the Vitality notes currently
outstanding, of between 5% and 15%).
However, the MBR ratio levels requested to
be surpassed in order for the transactions
to be hit are very high and would imply that
Aetna experiences a massive increase in
actual MB claims.
When it comes to life insurance products
offered in the United States, a large portion
of these are of pure (biometric) risk nature,
with the greatest Covid-19-linked exposure
being represented by low cash value
products such as “cash-optimized” universal
life insurance policies. On these products
carriers may suffer above-expected outflows
linked to claims on certain lines and together
with the low interest rate environment that’s
prevailing since years – a problem that has
recently worsened especially with respect
to non-cash-optimized policies that embed
relatively high interest rate guarantees
–, could potentially provide an additional
basis to carriers for a new wave of cost of
insurance increases on certain (vintage) lines
of products, which is of course a potential
outcome of Covid-19 of particular interest for
the life settlement market.

US$ 70,000
Potential cost for self-pay
(uninsured) individuals requiring
treatment for COVID-19

Written by

Morton Lane, Ph.D
President
Lane Financial
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World Bank
Pandemic Bond Redux
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The COVID-19 Coronavirus has brought
a bond issued by the World Bank in July
of 2017 and intended to provide financial
protection against pandemics into sharp
relief. It was little heralded at first, except
by the cognoscenti; indeed, major dealers
did not add it to its list of quoted price
indications for Insurance Linked Securities
[ILS] until year end 2017 or the late spring of
2018. The DRC Ebola outbreak in early 2018
forced that attention.
Since then, the progress of that Ebola
outbreak through 2018 and 2019, followed
immediately by the first outbreak of
Coronavirus in December 2019 has brought
more and more scrutiny to the bond as
well as considerable volatility to the quote
indications of its secondary market value.
That scrutiny has run the gamut of opinion
from outright praise for the initiative to
condemnation for its structure, price and
purpose – some strident, some muted –
but all much amplified when there was a
prospect that it may not have paid out and
not have helped at all even in this, the most
disastrous of situations.

Now, as of reports issued on April 17, all
conditions that were necessary to trigger
a payout of the bond to the World Bank’s
Pandemic Emergency Facility (PEF), for
further disbursement to eligible developing
countries or organizations, have been met.
A true post-mortem on its utility can begin.
Consider this to be a first review, although
we have already nailed our colors to the
mast 1 in our support for the initiative.
Pandemic Bond Specifications
A review of the details of the bond, which
are quite complex and, it often seems, are
irrelevant to the heated exchanges of the
bond’s virtues, is the first order of business.
1 — Price and Risk
The bonds, technically known “Capital At
Risk” [CAR] bonds series 111 A and 112 B were
issued in July 2017 in two security tranches
A and B, with a third component of swap
coverage mimicking tranche B. The details
are laid out in Table 1.

Table 1

Price

A Tranche B Tranche SWAP*s

Coupon

6.90%

11.50%

NA

Amount

$225

$95

NA

Term

3yrs

3yrs

3yrs

4.92%
3.57%
3.30%

9.44%
7.74%
6.51%

9.44%
7.74%
6.51%

Risk
PFL (Some loss)
EL (Expected Loss)
PLL (Max Loss)
* a s s umed

1
See “IBRD ILS, Cui Bono?” December 2019, also revised and updated February 13, 2020
and “Ceteris Paribus…is on hold”, March 31, 2020 on www.lanefinancialllc.com
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Perhaps the most important thing to notice
is that it was risky coverage. Investors in
the B tranche stood an almost 1 in 10 (10%)
annual chance of some loss. The annual
premium for the B tranche was 11.50%. One
persistent criticism is that the Bank paid
too much. Not, if one compares the issue
price with then-outstanding Insurance
Linked Securities [ILS] with comparable
risk 2. Further, initial end-of-month secondary
market quotes on CAR 112 B were close to
par. By market standards, investors could
have got the same reward elsewhere, and
the bonds did not go to an immediate
premium. No giveaways here.

For Example, Citrus Re 2015-1 E-50 (4) yielded 11.29%
with an Expected Loss of 6.79% and multiple of 1.7 much
like other issues in that risk range.

2

Note, full details of the swap contracts have not been
disclosed. It is assumed that the swap and the B tranche
are different in form, not substance.

3

4
The Ebola episode is perhaps best captured in “Ebola
Virus Disease Outbreak - DRC August 2018-2019” in
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, December 20,
2019, Vol68, No.50.

Figure 1

In the remaining 3 months of
the bond’s life there is still an
unused limit of $187.5 million
in the A tranche now trading
at 83.
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2 — Perils Covered
This list is more extensive than most
observers realize, although the theme of
coverage is infectious diseases. The A
tranche covers Influenza and Coronavirus.
The B tranche covers Coronavirus, Filovirus,
CCHF (Ebola), Rift Valley Fever and Lassa
Fever. Ditto the swap contracts3. It may
come as something of a shock to realize that
in the 2 ¾ year life of the bond there were
only six months when it wasn’t threatened
by one of these diseases – Ebola from early
2018 to end 20194 and Coronavirus since
then. Another way of showing this is that the
secondary market has had the B tranche
under par since early 2018. Figure 1 shows
in the bottom panel its rise and fall as it has
been threatened by each peril. The graphic
is as of 3/29/2020; since the final trigger
was met on April 17th the B tranche price
has sunk to zero. It is also worth noting that
in the remaining 3 months of the bond’s life
there is still an unused limit of $187.5 million
in the A tranche, now trading at 83. In the
unlikely event that there is a sudden, serious
influenza pandemic in May, June or July,
limit is available. Given the historic facts it
is hard to argue that the coverage was ill
considered.

Figure 2

Figure 3

A Tranche
[Loss Tower for
illustrative purposes only
Not to scale and
not a complete
set of trigger details]

$225 million

Triggers

100%
A Tranche

B Tranche

Coupon

6.90%

11.50%

PFL (Some loss)
EL (Expected Loss)
PLL (Max Loss)

4.92%
3.57%
3.30%

9.44%
7.74%
6.51%

Influenza [Flu ]
$37.5 million

100%

Coronavirus
> 2,500 deaths

A similar loss tower can be constructed
for the A tranche, see Figure 3 above; it is
clearly much simpler. However, note that the
main concern addressed by A is simple old
fashioned influenza, which still devastates
many a developing country.

As the number of fatalities rapidly rose
above 2,500 deaths the B tranche will
pay out 100%.

Table 2

Other Triggers

Event
1- Epidemic official event declaration

Significant Fatalities

Actual
COVID -19

Revised to
12/31/19

1- 20 deaths – single country

China

1/15/20

2- 20 deaths – second country

Iran

2/27/20
1/23/20

3- 250 deaths

1/24/20

4- 750 deaths

1/27/20

5- 2500 deaths

3 — Structure and Payoffs
The way people in the insurance market
try to convey how perils are covered in a
transaction is to draw “loss towers”. It is
an imprecise art (always best to review the
exact wordings) but for summary illustration
it can be powerful. Figure 2 below is an
attempt to convey the loss tower for B
tranche. The vertical dimension of the tower
conveys the principal measure of the trigger
– in this case bigger loss from more fatalities
- emanating from various infectious disease
outbreaks. The horizontal dimension shows
the diseases covered. Further, the sub boxes
for each disease shows the pay-off at each
level of fatality count. As is now quite well
known, the first pay-off hurdle was more than
20 deaths in two countries (China and Iran
as it happened). The second, third and fourth
levels are cumulative totals of 250, 750 and
2,500 deaths. Figure 1 shows that as the
number of fatalities rapidly rose above 2,500
deaths the B tranche (with other terms being
satisfied) will pay out 100%. However, if the
death rate stalled shy of 2,500, as happened
with Ebola in the DRC, then (with other
terms being satisfied) the payout would have
been less. It would also depend on whether
the calculation agent, in conjunction with
WHO, declared the outbreak “Regional” or
“Global”. Note also that for diseases other
that Coronavirus and Filovirus the maximum
payout would be 50% - not individually
exhausting the limit.

4 — Other Terms and Triggers
In addition to the death count various other
terms must be satisfied to justify a payout.
They are summarized in Table 2 together
with the dates upon which they were met
in the current situation. Essentially, they
amount to the certification of the numbers,
the seriousness of the outbreak – is it
enduring, and finally is the disease still a
growing threat. There are also some inbuilt delays for considering each of these
dimensions – 84 days to review5 etc.

Sustained Outbreak
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1- Regional or Global

Global

3/11/20

2- Duration

84 Days

3/12/20

3- Sustained Growth in eligible Countries
Two week rolling plus verification days

Fail
4/9/20
Triggered 4/17/20

Comment

A persistent critique of the bond is that is that it did
not pay out quickly, say within 30 days, as promised.
That is hard to argue when the very design contemplated
a longer period. Three months at design-time was
considered quick.

5

Some Implicitly
Critical Questions
Specific & General
Responses6
Best Structure?
One question that has some merit given
this brief review of the terms of the deal is,
is it overly complex? Does it try to do too
much and is it overly precise – for example
why the graduated payouts? – possibly
simplify to single percentages for all. Well,
one reason is to keep down costs. Making
all payouts the same while still getting a
full limit payout would undoubtedly have
led to higher expected loss numbers and
consequent higher prices/premiums. On the
other hand, another approach would have
been to separate, i.e., unbundle, the perils
into separate deals. Let the market sort out
relative exposures and give the Bank feedback on individual market price components.
In the ILS market, early developments
favored single-peril bonds. Only later
did multi-peril structures become more
common. Investors need to build confidence
that they know the risk before approaching
the ‘all-risks’/’retrocessional’ end of the
market risk spectrum. The Bank also needs
to know what risks it is, and is not, possible
to economically transfer. When the ILS
market did first approach that risky end of
the market, they used a particularly blunt
instrument – an Industry Loss Warrantee
[ILW] which typically has a binary payout.
Effectively, ILWs pay when it is very bad however defined. It chops off long tail risk.
That ILW coverage, combined with some
simple single-peril bonds, might well lead to
as good a coverage at similar or lower cost.
And be more liable to develop the pandemic
market long term.

6
Other useful think-pieces might be “A Good Idea
Executed Badly” April 9, 2020, Euan Ritchie and Mark
Plant, Center for Global Development, Washington,
DC and “When will COVID-19 Trigger the World Bank
Bond?” March 4, 2020, Mark Baker, Euromoney.
Also www.worldbank.org/en/who-we-are/news/
coronavirus-covid19
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Figure 4

Should the Bank do
another Pandemic Bond?
Whether this experiment should be repeated
depends on many things. But one thing
that should not be done is to view this
bond in isolation. It is a part of a pattern of
recent issuing behavior by the Bank and
the question is, how is the totality of that
working out? We think well and have used
Figure 4 to illustrate. It contains all the issues
that were “facilitated” by, and now directly
issued by, the World Bank. The graph shows
that premiums paid are rising but when
graphed alongside recoveries they are not
strikingly different. Premiums are higher, as
expected, because the Bank is paying that
difference for financial protection. But it has
a good record and yes, they should continue.
In the developed world, cedents like the
Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Association
have paid (a total of about $34 million) for
protection against pandemic cancellation for
17 years without a claim - until this year. This
year, because of Coronavirus they will collect
$134 million. There are many other examples
– think the Olympics, Tour de France, etc.,
where pandemic coverage pays off.
Should the Bank be
in the Insurance Market?
The Bank was not constructed as a relief
agency. It is a development bank. After
capital contributions from nation state
shareholders, it funds itself by issuing
bonds in the finance markets of the world
as cheaply as possible, i.e., at AAA rates. It
uses the proceeds to on-lend to developing
countries who are not anywhere close to
being able to borrow at such rates. As such,
it lives in the instercies between sovereign
credit rates and commercial interest rates
in each country. But, in helping developing
countries achieve lower rates, it takes on the
risk of non-repayment, i.e., of default. Too
much of that and it will lose its own rating
and damage its long-term mission.

Comment

Inevitably, there are defaults whether
through poor judgement, poor practice
or disastrous external events – natural
disasters and pandemics. Loan write-offs,
i.e., loan forgiveness, happens. To protect
against too many of these in its portfolio, it
can mitigate – by being more selective and
or rigorous in its loan practice – or, it can
pray that it can reasonably fund the loss in
the credit market post-event. Alternatively, it
can try to transfer risk to willing third parties.
Instruments such as ILS CAR 111 A and 112
B are one of the few transfer mechanisms
available to it within its Bank structure.
Too many critics assume that post event
funding will be available at cheap rates. So,
why pay premiums – just use interest rates
post-event. It will undoubtedly be cheaper if
all other things stay the same. But here on
our doorstep is the perfect example of things
not being the same. The bond markets of
the world are almost shut down because
of coronavirus. And, absent access to the
bond market does anybody think that the
shareholders of the Bank are in any state to
fund new equity to shore up a World Bank
with vast losses? It is not clear how long
it will be before they can even access the
market again. A case in point is the World
Health Organization – its funding has been
suddenly yanked away at a mission-critical
time. The same can happen to any nation
supported agency, e.g., the Bank.
Yes, presuming we return to a state of
normalcy, the Bank should continue to try
to transfer risk. Indeed, to be radical, we
think that there should be a new, parallel,
organization - World Bank Re (Insurance)? to specifically enhance the risk transfer skills
and mission of this important aspect of the
Bank.
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It is no secret that the U.S. life settlement
industry has had its share of ups and downs
over the past 30 years. From its roots
as a niche business providing “viatical”
settlements of life insurance policies for
people with terminal illnesses, the life
settlement industry grew into a nationally
recognized category in the late-1990s and
early-2000s as an attractive option for
seniors who owned life insurance policies
they no longer needed or could afford.
This alternative to lapsing or surrendering
the policy back to the insurance company
presented seniors with an exciting new
avenue for obtaining true market value for
their policies. The National Association
of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) and
The National Conference of Insurance
Legislators (NCOIL) soon adopted model
legislation to help states regulate life
settlements, institutional investors quickly
recognized the attractiveness of this
emerging alternative investment strategy,
and financial advisors immediately saw
the potential of life settlements as a new
tool in their estate and retirement planning
toolboxes for their senior clients.
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The combination of these developments led
to a boom in the life settlements industry in
the 2000s.
Then came the global financial crisis in
2008-2009 and, with it, the seizures in
the debt markets and the virtual freezing
of the capital markets. This led to a
significant reduction in the amount of
investor capital available for the purchase
of life insurance policies, slashing the
demand side of the industry, and eventually
caused seniors and their financial advisors
to reduce the number of policies they were
interested in selling. The result was a sharp
decline in life settlement transactions over
the next few years.
But in 2013, the industry started to show
signs of recovery, with major new sources
of investor capital returning to the market
and seeking to purchase life insurance
policies. In time, seniors and their financial
advisors began to return to the market as
well, especially when in-dependent analyst
reports documented the potential for seniors
to obtain five to seven times more for their
life insurance policies in life settlements than
from lapse or surrender.

Throughout the rest of the 2010s, the
industry continued to demonstrate yearover-year growth as it recovered from the
downturn. Then as more research emerged
to prove the value of life settlement
transactions for both seniors (the sellers) and
investors (the buyers), we hit a tipping point
where life settlements became an accepted
part of the financial services land-scape.
We now stand at the dawn of a new decade.
What do market observers and industry
experts forecast for the life settlement
industry in 2020 and beyond?
The consensus view is that the life
settlement market is poised for steady
growth this year and for the short-term
future. For example, Conning & Co., an
independent market analyst firm that
publishes an annual study of the U.S. life
settlements market, reported in October
2019 that the market is still in a growth cycle,
with three consecutive years of increasing
annual transactions providing a foundation
for continued market expansion going
forward.

to allocate substantial capital to this
emerging asset class, what is fueling this
growth and predictions for the decade
ahead? The primary cause is the organic
growth potential as more seniors and their
financial advisors become aware of a life
settlement as an alternative to the lapse or
surrender of a life insurance policy.

$6.4 Billion
The volume forecast by Conning
that new life settlements could
grow to per year by 2028.

With more than 10,000 Americans turning 65
every day, there is a growing need for seniors
to identify additional sources of cash to fund
their retirements. Moreover, the increase in
health care expenses and long-term care
expenses has created unforeseen pressures
on many seniors’ retirement budgets.
These financial realities are driving hundreds
of thousands of Americans to review all of
the assets in their portfolios and to seek
creative ways to generate immediate cash by
liquidating certain holdings they no longer
need or can afford. As more of them learn
that a plain old life insurance policy is one of
those potential holdings, they want to learn
more about life settlements.

“Looking beyond 2019, key drivers are
favorable for continued growth in the life
settlement market,” said Scott Hawkins,
director of insurance research at Conning.
“Life settlements remain an appealing
alternative asset class to investors seeking
higher potential returns, relative to the
current low interest rate environment.
In addition, this year’s study examines
the positive impact that wider consumer
marketing could have on growth.”
Conning forecasts that the volume of new
life settlements could grow to approximately
$6.4 billion per year by 2028.
Meanwhile, another independent market
study — published in 2019 by The Deal, a
business intelligence and news service —
reported a 28% increase in life settlement
transactions during the prior year. The
company’s publication, The Life Settlement
Report, published data that documented a
significant increase in policies sold in the
U.S. (from 2,027 to 2,587) and an even larger
increase of 35% in the total face amount
represented by those sold policies (from
roughly $2.8 billion to $3.8 billion). The Deal’s
data was based mainly on reviews of information from state insurance departments,
obtained through public records requests.
Other industry experts and guest speakers
at professional events hosted by the Life
Insurance Settlement Association have
voiced similar reports of steady recent
growth in life settlements and optimistic
growth forecasts for 2020 and beyond.

This is a tremendous demographic tailwind
for our industry. We offer these seniors a
potential solution to their immediate cash
needs with a simple transaction that is safe,
ethical and well-regulated. They can quickly
obtain a no-obligation fair market appraisal
of their life insurance policies and then
compare that option to the cash surrender
value offered by the insurance company.
It’s a powerful alternative that is fueling
consumer demand for life settlements and
is likely to sustain the steady growth in our
industry for the coming years.

So aside from the investment opportunity
identified by institutions who are continuing

Of course, the only way to make sure that
you or your client is obtaining the true fair
market value for a life insurance policy is to
work with a licensed and experienced life
settlement broker who has a fiduciary duty
to represent your best interests. For more
information, please visit welcomefunds.com
or call 877.227.4484.
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“Looking beyond
2019, key drivers
are favorable
for continued
growth in the
life settlement
market.”

